How Shopify Scaled up Multidisciplinary
Construction Teams for Massive Growth
Founded in 2004, Shopify’s founders wanted to start an online snowboarding store.
But after the first few years, their biggest frustration turned into their most significant
breakthrough. They had struggled to find an eCommerce platform that was flexible enough
for them to sell the equipment they wanted to offer. So they decided to build the platform
they wished they’d had and offer it to the world. Now, fifteen years later, Shopify is one of
the world’s top multi-channel eCommerce platforms.
But that growth came with challenges. First and foremost, they wanted to retain their cultural
identity as they opened offices around the world. Shopify is known for its excellent work
environment. As they opened offices in Toronto, Montreal, Waterloo, Germany, and Lithuania,
Shopify’s team had to become construction project management experts to attract and retain
the best talent.

Even Shopping Platform Developers Can
Scale Construction With the Right Partners
and Tools
Fortunately for Shopify, they hired Bernard Haddad
and Baron Bryant as their Project Development Lead
and Program Manager for their Real Estate division.
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“But as we grew, we expanded into different project
teams, and we needed better solutions,” says Bryant.”
Haddad and Bryant were introduced to PlanGrid within
Autodesk Construction CloudTM by a General Contractor
on one of their projects. They started syncing all
project plans and documents through PlanGrid, and
now exclusively manage construction data through
the application.

How to Manage Large Scale Collaboration
with PlanGrid
Haddad’s team designs facilities and Bryant’s team
builds them. Ongoing expansion means constantly
bouncing from one job to the next, using PlanGrid to
keep everything in order.

VALUE DRIVERS:
Quality

Early on, construction projects were small and limited
enough that everyone on the project team could sit
around one table and talk.

Schedule

“I’ll land in the city and will be opening PlanGrid as
I’m walking to the office to see where we are on that
project,” says Bryant. “Because all sorts of details like
finishes change constantly.”

Bryant says the key to their success with PlanGrid
has been how it enables them to stay organized on
updates across multiple projects as they happen.
“PlanGrid helps us by keeping all that information
organized and in one place. It’s the source of truth.”

“We’ve been very diligent in collecting all of the
information, specs, and drawings,” he says. “Now we
can hand it off to the facilities team without having
to continuously offer context on why something was
done the way it was.”

Using the software, Haddad can spot issues on the
jobsite and during design, then assign tasks and
create drawing markups as an organized way to
develop and manage punch lists.

And PlanGrid makes it easy.

“It helps out in the field because if you see an issue,
you quickly pull out your phone or tablet, and you
have all the information in the palm of your hand,”
says Haddad. “Back in the day, before PlanGrid, it
was so inefficient and took a lot longer. Now, it’s
easy to streamline decisions.”

Better Field Coordination Drives Better
Operational Outcomes
As owners of the projects, Shopify cares about having
accurate and detailed As-Builts. Due to ongoing
operations and maintenance, a “living,” constantly
updated document must reflect what is actually
on-site and not just the original design intention.
Bryant’s presence on-site means he’s driving the
documentation’s development, using PlanGrid as
the source and engine.

All the hard work and coordination amongst the
construction team has paid off. Despite the rapid
expansion and tight schedules, the Real Estate team
hasn’t missed an opening date for any of their floors or
offices. That’s no small feat considering the company’s
exponential growth in the past couple of years.
And the growth continues. Shopify’s ongoing success
means that the Real Estate team works in multiple
cities, on multiple sites with varying schedules
and complexities.
Fortunately, Shopify standardized on PlanGrid across
all of its projects and with all of its external teams.
Bernard tells us, “PlanGrid provides a way to see
everything on one set of drawings, through one
platform – it speeds things up.”

